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ABSTRACT

　　　　　lnordcrto、dc重emincthevolumctricandthomechβnicaIcfficicnciesof

Francis　tuτbi鵬and　Fτancis　pump。turbine，thc　flow　in　thc　fr（》nt　and　th亡back

spaces　of　aτunner　cquipped　with　scveral　thτust　balancing　devi“cs，such　as

balancing　pipes　an犀balancing　holes，is　analy2cd　thcoretica1丑y．Thc　flow

chaτactefistics　in　sixtecn　types　of　model　Fτ呂ncis　turbinc　and　twe藍ve　typcs　of

mode1Fτancispump－turbincofdiffercntspecificspccdarecalculated，and
mechanical　and　volumetτic　efficiencies　aτc　cxpresscd　as　a　fhnc重ion　ofspccific

speed．Thc　influencc　ofseveτal　dimc：nsions　ofthτust、balancing4eviccs　on

thosc　cff量ci銀cicミ貧reβ1so　dctem血cd　togctherwith　the　behavio競rofaズia1重hrロst．
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de　mod色le飛ancis．Les　calact6ristiques　de1，6coule：ηent　sont　calcu16es　poし1r

seize　types　de　turbines：Francis　et　douze　types　de　tt芝rbo－pompesFrancis，avec
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1. Introduction 
The performance of water turbines have largely improved reccntly and the ovbrall 

efficiency today is over 94% in Francis and Kaplan turbines. It is then required to make 

accurate determination of a lcakage loss and a disk friction loss and to minimize them. These 

losses are caused by the gap flow at the back of a runner, and cannot be measured individually, 

because of the difficulty in separating these losses from the measured data which include 

many kinds of losses. 

Hence, the designers are obliged to predict these losses by a theoretical method. 

However, the gap flow is very complicated, because many types of thrust balancing device 

and leakage sealing system are adopted in an actual water turbine. As the thrust balancing 

devices and leakage sealing systems adopted and also the method of predicting those losses 

are different depending on the manufacturing companies, the data of thcse losses so far 

rcported have a large scatter when plotted against a specific speed nsQ(1). It is then difficult 

to evaluate these losses as a function of the specific speed for the standardization of the 

performance evaluation, such as the scale-up formula of the JSME Standard-O08 "Performance 

Conversion ~:ethod for Hydraulic Turbines and Pumps(1989) ". In order to evaluatc these 

losses accurately, it is necessary to develope an accurate prediction mcthod which is applicable 

to any types of water turbines, and to apply the method to all the data so f'dr published. 

One of the present authors has long' studied about the leakage and disk friction in 

radial flow turbomachinery(2)~(6) and revealed that these losses vary largely depending on the 

flow pattern in the back spaces of a runner. The present study is aimed to cstablish an 

accurate method of predicting leakage loss and disk friction loss applicable to any types of 

Francis turbine and Francis pump-turbine, and to determine the volumetric and the mechanical 

efficiencies over the wide range of the specific speed. 

2. Nomenclature 
Cq = (AQ127c rrc3(i) )(rlc2co/V)0.2 ; Ieakage parameter (AQ ; Ieakage flow-rate) 

CM = M/( Prlc5co3/2) ; friction.torque coefficierit ( M ; friction' torque) 

CT = T /(P7rrlJoo~ ; non-dimensional axial force on runner back surface (T ; axial force) 

d ; diameter of D.T. balancing pipe, C-B balancing pipe or balancing hole[mmj 

D ; reference diameter of Francis turbine or Francis pump-turbine[mm] 

nsQ ; specific speed expressed in [m,m3/s,rpm] 

rl ; radius of runner periphery [mm] 

Re = D2co/v ; reference Reynolds number 

6 ; seal gap width[mm] 

ACT = Crc ~ C~B ; coefficient of dow'nward axial thrust causcd by gap flow 

Ap ; pressure drop from runner inlet to outlet [Pa] 

lrl. ; volumetric efficiency 

Tl* ; mechanical efficiency 

v, p ; kinetic viscosity and density (Y=Pg) [m'~/s],[kglm3] 

co ; angular velocity of runner[1/s] 

B, C = at the band sidc and the cro¥~'n sidc, rcspcctivciy 

i, o = at the inner radii and thc outcr radii, rcspcctively 



3. Outline of Present Theory and Calculation Procedure 
3.1 Outline pfthe theory 

The leakage and the disk friction of a water turbine is caused by the gap flow at the 

back of a runner. Generally, gap flow is of two types. One is the axial gap flow between a 

rotating disk and a stator such as that at the back of a runner, and the other is the annular gap 

flow such as that at an annular seal. In the former, centrifugal force is dominant, while in the 

latter, wall shearing stress is dominant. . 
One of the present authors has proposed a gap flow analysis for both hydraulically 

smooth and rough wall casesc2X;) and also for both wide and narrow gap cases (4). These 

theories are based on the equations of continuity, momentum and angular momentum and the 

results were confirmed to give accurate estimation of the flow characteristics by comparison 

with the actual measurements(6). It was revealed that the pressure and the velocity distributions 

of the gap flow are largely influenced by the flow-rate and pre-whirl velocity of the leakage 

entering into the gap. 

Gap flow analysis then requires accurate determination of the boundary values of the 

flow velocity and the pressure at the entrance and the exit of all the gaps. In applying the 

theories to actual machines, the determination of boundary values is especially important 

and the method is presented in the reference[6]. . 
Amohg many boundary values of gap flow in an actual machine, the pressure and 

velocity at the entrance and the exit of a runner/imp~ller and at the exit of balancing devices, 

such as .balancing holes and balancing pipes, have a dominant influence on the leakage 

characteristics. Here those boundary values are predictcd by a quasi-three-dimensional 

analysis of a runner flow. 

3.2 Calculation Procedure 
Assuming the leakage flow-rates in the crown and the band side gaps, the fiow 

characteristics in both side gaps are determined as a function of radius by so:lving the 

equations of continuity, momentum, and angular momentum, which also yield the boundary 
values of the pressure at the entrance of all balancing devices and seal gaps. Using the 

boundary values of the pressure, the second .approximations of the leakages through all the 

balancing devices are determined. A trial-and-error method is thus ne~ded to determine the 

higher order approximation of leakage. -
As many kinds of thrust balancing devices are. adopted in an actual machin'- such as 

balancing holes, balancing pipes connecting the crown side gap to the band side gap and the 

balancing pipes from the crown side gap to thc draft tube, the calculation is to be preceded 

by determining the leakage of the balancing device at the inner radii, and is then to be 

performed step-by-step to determine the. one at the outer radii. 

4. Description of Francis Turbiues and Pump-Turbines Calculated 
The calculation were performed in sixteen kinds of model Francis turbines and twelve 

kinds of model Francis punip-turbines of different manufacturing companies and of different 

specific speed(nsQ) covering almost all of the nsQ range of a Francis turbine and a pump-turbine. 

The main dimensions, the measured performance data and the test Reynolds numbers of 

these model turbines and pump-turbines are reported in the JSME-S0080). The configurations 
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l Runner configurations of model Francis turbines and pump-turbines calculated. 

of some of the runnerS are illustrated in Figs. l(a)-(O, in which tipe symbols 'T" and "PT" are 

the abbreviations of turbine and p~mp-turbine respectively, and the number following the 

hyphen shows th~ value of the specific speed.cxpressed.in [m, m3/s,rpm]. 

Generally, axial thrust and leakage are serious problems ih low specific speed runners 

and double annular seals, the inner ~nd the outer seals,are usually adopted together with 
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several thrust-balancing devices, su~h as balancing pipcs connccting thc crov,'n sidc to the 

band side ( expressec!1 as "C-B balancin_~ pipe"), balancing pipes connccting thc cro¥~'n sidc to 

the draft tube ( "D.T. balancing pipe" ) and baiancing holcs. Hc]¥¥'cvcr, in high spccific spccd 

runners leakage and axial thrust are relatively small and thrust balancing dcvicc and lcakagc 

sealing system are relatively simple as shown in Figs. l(a), (b) and (c). 

In high-head pump-turbines thrust balancing is espccial!y important bccausc of high 

pressure, and many kinds of balancing device are adoptcd as shov~'n in Pig.1(O･ At thc start 

of pumping mode, air is supplied into a runner to minimizc start-up torquc, and it is thcn 

necessary to exhaust air rapidly at the depression period (blov~' do¥¥'n). Baiancing holcs of 

small diameter are then equipped not only for thrust balancc but al.so for dcprcssion. 

Generaliy, a model configuration is made strictiy simiiar to thart of a prototypc cxccpt 

for an annular seal gap and a surface roughness bccausc of machining tolcrancc. In thc 

present model turbines and model pump-turbincs calculatcd, some of thcm do not havc 

balancing devices though the corresponding Protot)･pcs havc. Somc of thcm havc much 
larger seal gap ratio, because they are made only for cavitation tcsting. 

5. Ca!culated Results 
5.1 Volumetric and mechanical efficien-

cies as a function o~specific speed 

The theory was applied to the above-

described turbines and pump-turbines. The 

pressure drop from the inlet to the outlet 

of a runner obtained by a quasi-three-

dimensi6nal analysis are plotted against 

nsQ m Fig. 2, in which Apc and ApB are 

the pre~sure drops at the crown and 

the band sides,respectiveiy. The non-

dimensional pressure drop decreases rap-

idly with nsQ in the range nsQ< 50 and 

little in nsQ >50, and is larger in pump-

turbines than in turbines. The empirical 

formulae shown in Fig. 2 are obtained for 

APc and APB. 

Using the above-obtained boundary 

pressure, the leakage in the band and the 

crowrn side gaps are predicted for 16 Francis 

turbines and 12 Francis pump-turbines of 

different nsQ and different manufacturing 

compames. 
Plotting the non-dimensional leakage 

against nsQ' the scatter of the results is con-

siderably large as sh.own in Fig. 2. This is 

because the seal gaps, the thrust baiancing 

devices adopted and thetest Reynolds num-

and Discussions 
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bcrs are much different dependiug 

on each manufacturing company. 

It seems difficult to determine the 

dependence of leakage and disk 

friction upon nsQ' 

The calculated volumetric 

efficiency Tl. and mechanical ef-

ficiency n~ are plotted in Figs. 4 

and 5 as a function of the specific 

speed nsQ"The scatter of the data 

becomes. much smaller and might 

be acceptable if compared l~'ith 

Fig. 3. The three data enclosed 

with a circle 'in Fig.4 are neglect-

ed, because their seal gaps are 

relatively large as mentioned in 

Section 4. 

It is recognized from Fig. 4 

that the volumetric efficiency 71. 

Qf Francis turbine amounts to 

about 995 % in high nsQ runners, 

and around 99% in low nsQ run-
ners. It is ~iso recognized that Tl . 

of Francis pump-turbine takes 

almost the same value as that of 
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Francis turbine, though the pressure drop of a runner is much larger in pump-turbine as 

shown in Fig. 2. This suggests that the annplar seal gaps in pump-turbine are controlled 

more carefully than those in turbines. 

Figure 5 reveals the clear tendency that the mechanical efficiency Tl* of a Prancis 

turbine is the highest and takes the value of more than 99% in the wide nsQ range, and that it 

decreases both in a very high and a very low nsQ range. It'is also revealed that Tl* of a 

pump-turbine is about 1% Iower than. $hat of a turbine and that Tlrn value in pumping mode is 

lower than that in generating mode. In both operating modes of a pump-turbine, Irl*-value 

decreases rapidly with a decrease in nsQ in the r~nge of nsQ<40. The mechanical efficiency in 

the zero leakage case becomes about 0.25% Iower than the nonnal gap cas~a). 

Generally, a runner outer diameter of a pump-turbine is much larger than that of a 

turbine under the same specification, ¥~'hich re~ults in lower mechanical efficiency in a 

pump-turbine than in a turbine, as described above. 

As shown in Figs. 4 and 5, the fitting curves are obtained as a function of nsQ as; 

T
l
 
=
 

v T
I
 
-

m~ 

0.958nsQ0.008? for Francis turbine and pump-turbine 

0.981 (nsQ ~ 15)o.003s for Francis turbine 

0.965 (nsQ ~ 25)o.0055 for Francis pump-turbine(G-mode) 

0.961 (nsQ ~ 29)o.0055 for Francis pump-turbine(P-mode) 

(1) 
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5.2 Leakage Behavior and Disk Friction and ~xial Thrust Performanees 

The difference in types of leakage sealing and thrust-balancing devices causes large 

difference in leakage riow-rate, disk friction torque and axial thrust. The influences of main 

dimensions of these devices upon leakage, disk friction and axial thrust are examined in this 

section. To begin with, the non-dimensional parameters representing the leakage flow-rate(AQ), 

the disk friction torque(M) and the axial force(T) are defined as follows; 

Cq = ( AQ/2lcrlc3co)(corrc2/v)o.'_ CM = M/(Prlc5co3/2), ACr = (Tc~T~/(Plcrlc40)'-) (2) 

Here Cq is the leakage parameter deduced from the equation of motion of the gap flow. 

(a) Infl ue nce of seal gap6 ; The seal gap 6 has a dominant influence on the leakage. 

Taking as the simplest case a high pSQ runner T-73 which has a single annular seal at the 

runner periphery and D.T.balancing pipes, the behavior of leakage parameter Cq , disk friction 

coefficient CM and axial thrust coefficient ACT is illustrated in Fig. 6, when the scal gap 6. 

is varied. It is seen that the leakage increases rapidly and almost linearly with an incrcase in 

6., and that the leakage is much larger in the band side (CqB) than in the crown side(Cq(). 

However, the disk friction 

decreases vvith an increase in 6. 

and the band side disk friction CMB 

amounts to more than five times 

the crown side one qM.. In the 

actual gap range shown in the 

figure, the disk friction torque 

changes a little in spite of a large 

change in the leakage. It is also 

seen that axial thrust increases 

rapidly with an increase of 6. in 

the large gap range. 

In the case of double an-

nular seals at the outer and the 

imer radii, the leakage character-

istics become more complicatedj 

and the variation of Cq in theT-40 

runner is shown in Fig.7 for the 

variation of the outer seal gap 80 

by a solid iine and the inner seal 

gap 6i by a chain-dotted line. It 

is recognized that the leakage in-

creases rapidly ¥~'ith an increase 

in 60 but soon become saturated, 

while it increases almost linearly 

with an increase in 6iwithout satu-

ration. These tl~'o lines intersect 
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around the actual gap range. 

It is thcn conciuded that the 

reduction of an inner annular seal 

gap is much more effective to reducc 

the leakage than that of an outer 

seal gap, and that the outer annular 

gap need not be nccessarily small. 

On the othcr hand, there also exists 

the pbssibility that the leakage in-

creases remarkably due to wear or 

aging of an inner seal metal. 
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(b) Influence of balancing hole 

and D.T. balancing pipes ; 

Taking as an example two 

Francis turbines, T-59 shown in Fig. 

l(b) and T-27 in Fig. 1(d), the 

influence of balancing hole and 

D.T. balancing pipes are revealed. 

The former ~as four balancing holes 

and the latter two D.T. balancing 

pipes as an axial thrust balancing 

devArce. The behavior of leakage, 

disk friction and axial force in the 

crown side gap is plotted in Figs. 8 

and 9 against the variation of the 

total sectional area ratio nd2/D2 of 

balancing" holes and D.T.balancing 

pipes, respectively. 

In both cases, it is clearly 

recognizcd that the leakage increas-

es rapidly ~vith an incrcase in nd2/D2 

but soon becomes saturated in the 

range of nd2yD2 >0.003 in the bal-

ancing hole case and nd2/D2>0.005 

in the D.T. balancing pipe case. 

Further incrcase in nd2/D2 of 

balancing holes or D.T. baiancing 

pipes causes no change in Cq, C~i 

and Cr Of the crown side. Figures 

8 and 9 also reveals that the friction 

torque and axial force in the crown 

sidc changes a little in spite of largc 

change in the leakage. 
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(c) Combined Effects of B-C Balancing Pipe, D.T. Balancing Pipe and Balancing Hole ; 

In low specific speed pump-turbines many kinds of thrust balancing dcvices arc 

adopte~ such as C-B balancing pipes, D.T balancing pipes .and balancing holes. Here the 

influences of these devices on the leakage behavior is cxamined taking as an example thc 

PT-30 runner shown in Fig.1(D, of which leakage pass is illustrated in Fig. lO. 

The C-B balancing pipes combine 

the flow field at the crown side with 

that at the band side, and the problem 

here is how large interaction between 

two flow fields is caused. 

Figure 1 1 shows the behavior of 

every leakag?, when all of the inner 

annular seal gaps 5i c in the crown side 

are ch~nged. The notations "crown 

inlet"･･and ".band inlet" indicate the 

leakages at the runher outer periphery 

entering into the crown and the band 

side gaps, respectively. 

It is seen from Fig.ll tha,t the 

increase in amular gap ~ c causes large 

increase in the crown inlet leakage, 

most of which flows through the D.T. 

balancing pipes to the draft tube, and 
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Fig. 11 Leakage behavior for the v~riation of 

inner seal gap 6i C in PT-30 runner. 

that the leakages both in the C-B balancing pipes and at the band inlet changes a litile. 

Figure 11 also reveals the following remarkable and interesting behaviors of leakage; 

(1) The balancing hole leakage is negative, which means that the leakage comes from the 

runner channel into'the crown gap, which is against expectation and reverse to the that 

shown in Fig.10. This is because the prcssure in the gap inner region is very low, and 

because the balancing hole works as a pump and gives pumping head to the balancing hole ' 

leakage. This fact suggests that the balancing holes combined with D.T.balancing pipes is 

more effective in thrust balancing than without the ones. 

(2) In the range of small annular seal gap 5i C , the crown inlet leakage takes the negative 

value, which means that the leakage leaves from the crown side gap to the main fl~w 

tiprough the runner outer annular seal, which is also against expectation. Figure 11 

reveals that this leakage comes from the runner band inlet through C-B balancing pipes, 

and that this leakage flows otitward in the crown side gap. This leakage makes the gap 

pressure higher near the runner periphery than the runner inlet pressure. 

(3) Even if the crqwn inner seaf gap 'is varied largely, the flow characteristics both in the 

band side gap and in the inncr radii of the crown side gap change a littlc. 

It is then concluded that the change in inner seal,gap hardly causes interaction 

between the crown and. the band side gaps, and that the balancing hoie leakage flows in the 

reverse direction to an usual case and gives no contribution to the volumetric efficiency, 'as it 

takes the low head fluid from the runner outlet region near the runner cone. 

In qrder to'reveal the combincd influcnces caused by balancing pipes, the variation 
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Fig.13 Leakage behavior for varying total sectional airca of D.T. balancing plpe 

of leakages is illustrated in Figs.' 12 and 13 against the variation of thc total scctional arca 

ratio nc~/D2 ofC-B balancing pipes and D.T. balancing pipcs, respcctivqly. From Fig.12 thc 

ipteraction between the crown gap flow and the band gap flow can bc cxamincd. 

As shown in Fig.12, the increase in nd2/D2 of the C-B balancing pipcs causes largc 

increase in the band inlet leakage, which flo¥~'s into thc cro¥~'n gap thr.ough C-B balancing 

pipes and further flows into the D.T. balancing pipes togcthcr ve'ith the lpakagc coming from 

the balancing holes. It is interesting that thc leakages in thc D.T. balancing pipcs and thc 

balancing holes change little. This is because the decrcasc in thc crown inlet lcakage is 

supplied by the increase in the band inlet leakagc ¥~'hich comcs through thc C-B balancing 

pipes, and thus the total leakage i~ seen to be kept constant. As a whole, the changc in 

nd2/D2 of thc C-B balancing pipes makcs no ch~nge in the total lcakage. 

. Compared with the aboYe-described lcakage bchavior duc to thc C-B balancing pipcs, 

t.he influence of the D.T. balancing pipes shows much diffcrcnt behavior, as shown in Fig,13. 

The total leakage is also seen to be kept constant as the case of thc C-B ba[ancing pipes cven 

if the total sectional area is largely varied. With an increase in nd2/D~ the lcakage through 
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of the D.T. balancing pipes causes Fig. 14 Axial thrust bchavior in PT-3O turbinc 

a rapid decrease in the balancing hole 

leakage in the small ndl'-/D'-range, and that a further increase of D.T.balancing pipe leakagc 

changes the balancing hole leakage'to thc revcrsc direction. Thc D.T. balancing pipc ieakage 

is thus supplicd by the balancing hole leakagc. 

Lastly, the axial thrust behavior is iliustratcd in Fi,.c'.14 against thc variations of the 

crown inner.se:al gap 6i c and the total scctional arca7cnd'~･/4 of_thc balancing pip.es. The 

abscissa is normalized by the corresponding designed values shl)wn in the figure. 

Figure 14 reveals the following intcresting behaviors of the do~,n¥~'ard axial thrust; 

(1) In the range of large total sectional area nd-' of thc D.T. balancing pipes, the up¥A'ard 

(negative) axial thrust works. With a decrease in nd-' of the D.T. ba[ancing pipes, axial 

thrust changes its direction, and in thc small ndz rangc thc do¥~'m~'ard axial thrust 

increaseS rapidly. This reveals that thc throttling of D.T. balancing pipes causes rapid 

increase in downward axial thrust. 

(2) With a decrea~e in the total sectional area nd2 of the B-C baiancing pipes, thc dol~'nward 

axial thrust decreases almost linearly cxccpt for a ver)' small nd2 rangc. The throttiing of 

the C-B balancing pipes thus causes an increase of upve'ard axial thrust. 

(3) With a decrease in the crown inner scal gap 5i C , the down¥;vard axial thrust increases 

almost linearly. This suggests that a vL'car or aging of a seal metai causes an increase in 

downward axial th;ust. 

The above-described results also suggcsts that it is pos~ible to control axial thrust of 

Francis pump-turbine by throttling both the D.T. balancing pipes and C-B balancing pipcs. 

6. ' onclusions 
A gap flow analysis is applied to sixteen types of model Francis turbines and twelvc 

types of model Francis pump-turbines of differcnt nsQ" and the volumetric and mechanical 

efficiencies are determined theoretically. They are expressed by a simple formulae as a 

function of the specific speed, and the behavior of leakage, disk friction and axial thrust aie 

revealed theoretically. The results are summarized as follows: 

(1) Volumetric efficienciy Tl. of model Francis turbine and pump-turbinc is arourid 99% and 

increases with n . Mechanical efficiency Tl* is around 99% in model Francis turbine and 
SQ 

1% Iower in pump-turbine. In Francis pump-turbine, Tl* is higher in generating modc than in 

pumping mode, and decreascs with a decrease in n~Q and rapidly in thc rangc of nsQ<4O. In 
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high nsQ runner the band side disk friction amounts to morc than five timcs the crovvn sidc. 

(2) In the single annular scal case, Ieakage is much larger in the band side than in the crown 

side and increases almost linearly with an increase in the seal gap. In the double annular seal 

case, Ieakage is nearly same in both gaps and increases largely and almost linearly with an 

increase in the inner seal gap, but is soon becomc saturated ¥~'ith an increase in outer scal gap. 

Thc decrease of an inner seal gap is much more effective for leakagc rcduction than that of 

an outer s~al gap, and the outer annular gap nced not be nccessarily small. 

(3)Leakage increases rapidly with an incrcasc in total sectional arca of D.T.balancing pipcs 

or balancing holes in the range of nd~D2<0.O4 , and litt[c in the rangc of nd2/D2>O.O5 . 

(4) When balancing holes are used together with D.T. balancing pipcs of not too small 

diameter,'the balancing pipe leakage flo¥~'s from the runner channcl into thc crown gap 

against our ex~ectation, which does not contribute to the volumetric cfficicncy.. 

(5) When D.T.balancing pipes and C-B baiancing pipes arc uscd togcther ve'ith balancing 

holes, the total leakage hardly changes even whcn the total sectional arca of these pipes or 

holes are changed largely. With an increase in thc scctional arca of D.T. balancing pipes, 

only the balancing hole leakage increases and brings low cncrgy iiquid from thc runncr cone 

region into the D.T. balancing pipes. With an increase in the scctional area of C-B balancing 

pipes, the band inlet leakage increases in t.he same ratc as thc dccrcasc in thc crown inlct 

leakage, and flows through C-B balancing pipes. With an incrcasc in crown inner scai gap, 

only the crown inlct leakage increases linearly and flov,'s through thc D.T. balaricing holes. 

When the total sectional area of D.T. balancing pipes or C-B balancing pipcs is small, or 

when the crown inner seal gap is small, the crown inlet lcakage becomcs negativc. 

(6) It is possible to control axial thrust by throttling D.T. balancing pipcs and C-B balancing 

pipes, as the former causes a rapid increase in dov~'nward thrust and thc latter upward one. 
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